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Down with Helel! The Assumed Mythological Background of Isa. 14:12
In 1976 Oswald Loretz took part in the ongoing scholarly debate about a possible myth
referred to by the prophet mocking the king of Babylon. The title of this article in UF 8, 133-136,
``Der kanaanäisch-biblische Mythos vom Sturz des Šahò ar-Sohnes Hêlçl,'' is slightly misleading,
because in his conclusion Loretz only speaks of elements from Canaanite mythology in Isa 14:12-15:
the mountain of the assembly of the gods and the god Shahar, who is known in Ugaritic texts in the
divine pair šhò r wšlm. With regard to ììéä as a possible reference to an ancient myth, he avoids rash
conclusions. He only admits that there could be a relation with Ugaritic hll, and also with the Greek
myth of Phaeton. The by many scholars proposed identification with the Canaanite god Athtar is
merely mentioned, not discussed. In his Ugarit und die Bibel (1990) Loretz is even more cautious. He
speaks of ``eine klar erkennbare Weiterführung kanaanäischer Traditionen'' (p. 160), but makes no
remarks on the possible mythological background of ììéä. Instead, in calling this passage a
description of the ``Sturz Luzifers (= `Glanzgestirn'), he points to another ``Weiterführung'', namely
in later Jewish, intertestamental and in early Christian literature.
A similar reticence in this matter can be found with Watson. In his opinion the king of
Babylon is ``designated mockingly as Hêlçl in the guise of Athtar; but there is no evidence for the
acknowledgement of Hêlçl's real existence or of his cult.''[1] So a century of modern research on this
topic seems to end in a non liquet.[2]
It is typical of this situation that some scholars have recently returned to the older view that
the writer of Isa. 14 used a Mesopotamian deity to symbolize the king of Babylon. Sweeney refers to
the myth of Ishtar's journey to the netherworld. [3] Gallagher sees a resemblance between the god Illil
(Sumerian Enlil) and the ììéä of Isa. 14 (1) in their name, (2) in their association with dawn, (3) in
their being called a devastator, (4) their astral function, (5) being the highest / wanting to be like the
highest, and (6) their fall into the netherworld.[4] Gallagher admits that this theory does not solve all
problems, but he regards the proposed identification as `very probable.' It cannot be denied, however,
that the evidence is only circumstantial. One of the main problems is the difference between Helel
wanting to be like the highest and Illil already holding this status. This cannot simply be dismissed by
`looking at it from a Judaean perspective' putting Illil in second place compared to the God of Judah,
because this does not solve the problem that we have no parallels in Mesopotamian mythology of Illil
reaching for the top.
Recently O'Connor suggested `thematic correspondence' between Gilgamesh XI and Isa. 14
`designed to evoke the mythic imagery of the Mesopotamian story as to invert its story-line and create
a parody on the fall of the Mesopotamian king'.[5] This offers no clue to the identification of
øçùGïá ììéä. In his opinion this is probably `no more than a familiar Canaanite alloform for the
ancient Near Eastern mythological character who exceeds his proper status and subsequently has to
undergo humiliation'.[6]
Most scholars still find the best parallel in the Ugaritic myth of Baal describing the
unsuccessful attempt of Athtar to take the vacant throne of Baal, on the heights of the Zaphon (KTU
1.6.I:53-65). But until now no convincing answer has been given to the question why Athtar would
have been called ììéä (literary: `the shining one') in Isa. 14. There also remains a striking difference
between Athtar, who is promoted by Athirat but subsequently acknowledges his own inferiority, and
øçùGïá ììéä, who is the example of unfounded pride which has had a fall.[7]
In this article presented to Oswald Loretz, the problem regarding the possible mythological
background of Isa. 14 is approached along lines set out by professor Loretz himself. Firstly, any
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comparison of biblical with extra-biblical texts should be based on a sound exegesis of all texts
involved; secondly, one should beware of simplifications in distinguishing biblical thought from the
mythology of Israel's `Umwelt.[8]
Most studies on the identity of ììéä are restricted to vss. 12-15, because here one finds the
interesting mythological elements. These verses cannot be simply separated, however, from their
context, especially vss. 4-23. It may even be useful to look at the previous chapter as well, for it is
placed under the same heading ìáá àúî. As was demonstrated elsewhere,[9] 14: 4b-23 appears to be
built up of three stanzas. The first describes the fall of the oppressor (4b-11). It can be separated
again into two substanzas, one about the happy reaction to the fall of the oppressor (4b-8), the other
about his reception in the netherworld (9-11). The second stanza describes the fall from heaven into
the netherworld (12-20a); again in two parts: his fall from heaven (12-15) and his miserable state
after death (16-20a). The third stanza is about his twofold extinction (20b-23), that of his sons (20b21) and of his city (22-23). This structure is indicated, among others things, by a number of keywords
(for instance, ê(é)à in 4b, 12 and 15), many cases of external parallelism within the separate units, and
the balance in length of the (sub)stanzas consisting of respectively 7+7/7+7/4+4 verses. Within this
structure the verses about the king as øçùGïá ìéä take a central place. A closer look at the way in
which they are tied to the other parts within the larger unit(s) may offer some clues for a better
understanding.
In his article on Isa. 14: 12-15 Loretz offers a stichometrical analysis in which he emphasizes
that vs. 12a and vs. 12b are parallel, with the wordpairs ìôð//òãâ and íéîù//õøà.[10] Both øçùGïá ììéä
and íéåâ ìò ùìåç supplement and clarify the preceding lines. Loretz leaves open the possibility that
they are in themselves parallel as well, as suggested by Clifford, who thinks that the second could be
`a misunderstood divine epithet of Helel'.[11] Unfortunately, the phrase íéåâ ìò ùìåç remains a crux
interpretum and is, therefore, of little help in the interpretation of the supposedly parallel line.
In the next three verses the theme of `heaven' versus `earth' or `netherworld'[12] is worked
out. The king may have had many thoughts about his heavenly sate (a throne `above the stars of El', a
place at the mount of the assembly,' to be `on the crest (éÎëøéá)[13] of Zaphon', `above the heights of
the clouds,' and `equal to Eljon'), but now he has to face the simple truth: he is brought down into the
netherworld, `to the lowest (éÎëøéá) of the pit.' In vss. 13-14 most qualifications refer to the heavenly
place the king hoped to ascend. Only the last words (ïåéìòì äîãà) say something about him personally.
The reaction in vs. 15 to the king's proud thoughts only speaks of the place he went. The remarks on
the bitter reality about his person are found in vss. 9-11. They are spoken by the kings with their
thrones not in heaven but in the netherworld. The relation between these verses is underlined by the
repetition of a number of keywords: ìåàù, at the beginning (9a), in the middle (11a), and at the end
(15) of the unit; àñë: the thrones in the netherworld (9b) and above the clouds (13b); and the second
person singular personal pronoun äÎà (10b and 13a) introducing the contrasting statements.
This means that in the interpretation of the central lines of this unit the reference to the dead
kings as íéàôø (vs. 9b) should also be taken into account. As is now acknowledged by many scholars,
the way the word íéàôø is used here seems to be inspired by the ancient Canaanite conception of
royal ancestors having become powerful spirits of the dead, called rp'um in Ugaritic texts.[14] The
emphasis on their weakness (vs. 10), sharply contrasting the belief in their supernatural power, fits in
well with the mocking of the king who thought he would reach heaven, but fell down into the
netherworld. The use of this term and in this connection points to a mingling of mythology and royal
ideology. It seems likely that the phrase øçùGïá ìéä also has its place within this framework.
Before discussing this issue further, it seems wise to take a closer look at the structure of the
chapter as a whole. The concentric pattern found in vss. 9-15 appears to be not the only one in Isa.
14.[15] There is also a close connection between vss. 9-11 and 16-20. Both describe the reaction of
`all the kings of the nations' (9b, 16b) to the downfall of the king of Babylon. The contrast between
his former and his present state is indicated by the repetition of the verb æâø: the world of the dead is
stirred up (9a) by the coming into the netherworld of the one `who made the world tremble' (16b).
While his pride is now brought down (11a), his former victims lie in honour (18b). To this can be
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added that vss. 9-11 are followed by a line introduced by êéà, whereas vss. 16-20 are preceded by a
line with êà as first word. The combination of these two lines within the concentric structure adds
another element to the interpretation of øçùGïá ììéä, mentioned in the first ê (é)à-line. The related vs.
15a can be read as an antithetic parallel. In vs. 15a øåáGéÎëøéGìò is clearly meant to surpass ìåàùGìà in
the first half. It indicates the deepest part of the netherworld, just as ïåôö éÎëøéá in vs. 13b denotes the
top of the mountain. Since vs. 15a is so clearly related to vs. 12a, it may be assumed that øçùGïá ìéä
indicates not simply being in heaven, but also obtaining a high status there. This is supported by vs.
13a speaking of his throne `above the stars of El' and by the conclusion of his proud thoughts in vs.
14: ïåéìòì äîãà, `I will make myself like the most high.' The use of the related verb äìò indicates that
the divine epithet ïåéìò should be taken literally here.
It is important to note the well considered use of divine names. The name of YHWH is
mentioned only in the beginning (vs. 5a) and at the end of the poem (vss. 22-23), thus underlining
once again the concentric structure. In all these places it is described how YHWH is victorious over
the king of Babylon, punishing him because of his wickedness. In the centre of the poem, which
mockingly bewails the failed attempt of the king to take the highest place in heaven, the name of
YHWH is missing. Instead, we hear of ìà and ïåéìò. In a context which also speaks of the Zaphon as
the mount of the divine assembly these names have to be associated with Canaanite religion.[16] On
the other hand, it should not be left unnoticed that both ìà and ïåéìò are not used here in the first place
to denote deities. Just as ïåéìò can be taken literally as denoting the highest position in heaven, ìà is
used in a genitive construction, which (as with íéäìà) can be interpreted as a superlative. In this way
the poet marks the difference between YHWH and other gods.
These indications of the relation between YHWH and the gods of Canaan are subordinate to
the central theme of the text, namely the conflict between YHWH and the king of Babylon pretending
to be of divine stature. That this is the central theme will become clearer when we look at the wider
context, viz. the complete oracle against Babylon (13:1-14:23). Recently, Gosse has demonstrated
that these chapters should be interpreted as a unity and that also 14:12-15 fits in well within this
larger framework.[17] He notes especially the many relations (by the repetition of words) between
13:9-13 and 14:5-6, 12-17, and between 13:14-18 and 14:18-21.[18] With Gosse[19] the verb æâø can
be regarded as an important keyword of these chapters. In 13:13 it is used of YHWH making heaven
tremble, in 14:16 the subject is the king who made the earth tremble, in 14:9 we hear of the
netherworld trembling because of the descent of the king. In both 13:13 and 14:16 the verb æâø is
paralleled by ùòø. This use of these two verbs denotes the rivalry between YHWH and the king,
ending in the king finding his right place not among the gods in heaven, but covered with worms in
the netherworld. A similar function seems to have been attributed to the word äøáò, `anger' (of
YHWH in 13:9; of the king in 14:6).
Gosse lists most parallels between the chapters 13 and 14, but he pays no attention to their
structure. Having established the concentric structure of chapter 14, it should not be left unnoticed
that something similar can be traced in the preceding chapter. Both beginning (vss. 1-6) and end (vss.
17-22) describe the coming of peoples destroying Babylon (note the repetition of the name of
Babylon in vss. 1 and 19, of Îåëìîî in vss. 4 and 19, and the relation between the gathered nations in
vs. 4 with the names of peoples in vss. 17 and 20). The description of the feebleness and fear (vss. 78) is parallelled by the attempt to flee for the massacre (vss. 13-16; note the repetition of ïëGìò in vss.
7 and 13). Both vs. 9 and vs. 12 indicate that mankind shall be decimated. This leaves vss. 10-11 as
the central part of the chapter: the heavenly bodies shall be darkened and the proud shall be
humiliated.
When we now place these chapters with their concentric structure next to each other, we see
that many of their parallels fit within this scheme:[20]
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ch. 13

ch. 14

vss. 1-6
ìáá (1)
anger(óà) of YHWH(3)
õøàäGìë (5)

vss. 4-8
ìáá (4)
anger(äøáò) of the king (6)
õøàäGìë (7)

vss. 7-9
weakness(äôø)(7)
the coming(àåá)
of the Day of YHWH
on earth
vss. 10-11
éáëåë of heaven(10)
åìäé (10)
sunrise(åÎàöá ùîù)(10)

vss. 9-11
weakness(äìç) (10)
the coming(àåá)
of the king
into the netherworld
vss. 12-15
éáëåë of El(13)
ììéä (12)
dawn(øçù)(12)

vss. 13-16
æâø//ùòø (13)
áøç (15)
Îéá (16)

vss. 16-20
æâø//ùòø (16)
áøç (19)
Îéá (17)

vss. 17-22
death of children (18)
wilderness (21-22)

vss. 21-23
death of children (21-22)
wilderness (23)

14:4-23 functions as a reaction to the fulfilment of what is announced in chapter 13 to which
it is related in both content and form. An important consequence is that in the present context[21] Isa.
14:12-15 is related to 13:10-11. The latter verses play a central role. Their last lines give a summary
of the two chapters: YHWH shall stop (Îáù, cf. 14:4b) the arrogance of the proud; He shall make
them fall (ìôù, causative of ìôð, cf. 14:12). According to vs. 10 this shall be combined with the
darkening of the stars, sun, and moon. Right at the beginning of 14:12-15 these two elements of
13:10-11 are placed next to each other: the downfall and the darkening of heavenly lights. It can be
no coincidence that in 14:12 the poet used a noun related to the verb ììä, which we find only in Isa.
13:10 and in Job 29:3; 31:26 (in connection with the sun) with the meaning `to give light.'[22] In Isa.
13:10b we also come across a perfect parallel of øçùGïá, `son of dawn,' because this can be regarded
as a poetic description of åÎàöá ùîùä, `the sun in its rising.'
This and the other indications mentioned above, derived from the study of the structure of the
text, lead to the conclusion that øçùGïá ììéä denotes the king's arrogant idea of being able to take the
highest place in heaven, as if he were the sun.[23] We may find a related conception hidden in the
difficult text Ps. 110:3, which seems to speak of the king coming forth `from the womb of dawn'.[24]
As a consequence, the title of this article should be taken literally: the idea of a god named Helel
should be abandoned. ììéä is no more than an epithet, which can be compared to the use of Akkadian
ellu/elletu, which can refer to, among other things, shining purity, to light, and also to gods, kings,
and priests.[25]
The closest parallel is not found outside Israel, but in Ezek. 28.[26] This applies to both
content and form. In this oracle against Tyre its king is reproached for saying that he is a god. For this
he shall be punished: he shall die a shameful death. The fulfilment of the prophecy is indicated, as in
Isa. 14:4-23 following the announcement in Isa. 13, by a satiric song of lament over the fallen king.
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The satiric element in texts like Ezek. 28:12-19 and Isa. 14:4-23 lies in the fact that in mourning one
tends to be very positive about the deceased (as is indicated in a modern expression like `praising
someone to the skies; cf. Dutch `ophemelen'). The best example of this is the beautiful song of David
at the death of Saul and Jonathan: `How (êéà) have the mighty fallen (åìôð)' in 2 Sam. 1:19-27.[27]
Having studied Isa. 14:12 within its own context, we are now in a better position to evaluate
the extra-biblical evidence used in the history of research to interpret this text. It may have become
clear that in the case of øçùGïá ììéä the reference to Greek, Ugaritic, or Mesopotamian mythology
often was too rash. Nevertheless, a number of elements in the following verses, namely the mention
of El, of Zaphon as the mountain of the divine assembly, and the allusion to the rp'um as powerful
spirits of the royal dead ancestors, call for a closer examination of a possible Canaanite background.
The same can be said of the parallel text Ezek. 28.[28] Instead of the usual comparison with
mythological texts, it appears to be more fruitful to look at the Canaanite royal ideology as preserved
in Ugaritic texts. In a number letters the Hittite king is consistently called `the sun' (cf. KTU 2.16:610, esp. l. 9: špš nr, `the sun who is shining'; 2.23:1f. etc.[29]), just as Akk. šamšu can be used as an
epithet of rulers.[30]
Even more interesting is the parallel with a passage in the Ugaritic legend of Keret, where his
children are bewailing him because of his coming death (KTU 1.16.I:1-23).[31] Within the context of
mourning, reminiscent of Isa. 14, Keret is called `son of El.' It is suggested that as a god he could not
die. We probably do not have to take this literary, because we have to reckon with the exaggeration
inherent to most dirges. In an other part of the text Keret's death is described as `joining El' and
`reaching the sun-set' (KTU 1.15.V:16-20). This offers an even better parallel to Isa. 14:12-15, as it
combines the association of the king with the sun and his close relation to El.
There are many indications that the ancient Israelites were familiar with this kind of royal
ideology suggesting a divine status of the king.[32] It remains a matter of dispute whether and, if so,
for how long, this was accepted in Israel. There can be no doubt about it, however, that the poet of
Isa. 13-14 is referring to it, in this way emphasizing the conflict between YHWH and the king of
Babylon. It may also have become clear that ììéä is not the name of a god and that Isa. 14:12-15 does
not reflect a myth about a fight between gods. The poet certainly used some mythological elements,
but these are only rightly understood within the framework of ancient royal ideology.
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become the symbol of powerful wickedness, as it is known, for instance, in the book of Revelation.
See on the redaction history of this part of the book of Isaiah ! with Isa. 13:1-14:23 as a later
addition, H.G. Williamson, The Book Called Isaiah. Deutero-Isaiah's Role in Composition and
Redaction, Oxford 1994, 157-175. Cf. also the remark by Delitzsch, op. cit. (see n. 4), 208, about
14:1-2: ``Hier haben wir den Trostinhalt der c. 40-66 in nuce.''
[22] Sweeney, op. cit. (see n. 4), 229, presumes ``an intentional pun between the name given to the
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monarch in v. 12, hêlçl, `shining one,' and the imperative for `wail' hêlilû of hêlîlî (cf. 13:6; 14:31).''
This suggestion is supported by the occurrence ! ignored of overlooked by Sweeney ! of the verb
ììä and the related noun ììéä in both chapters.
[23] In my dissertation (AOAT 219, 224f.) I defended the identification of ììéä with the moon, like
Ugaritic hll, relating Isa. 14:12 to Egyptian and Mesopotamian texts mentioning next to each other
sun and moon as symbols of eternal life (cf. Ps. 72:5; see on this text now also M. Dietrich, O.
Loretz, ``Von Hebräisch `m//lpny (Ps 72,5) zu Ugaritisch `m »vor«,'' Ascribe to the Lord (Fs P.C.
Craigie, ed. L. Eslinger et al.; JSOTS 76), Sheffield 1988, 109-116). The context, however, points to
the more simple solution of relating the entire phrase to the sun.
[24] Cf. H.J. Kraus, Psalmen 60-150 (BK XV/2), Neukirchen-Vluyn 19785 , 933, who also points to
the possible relation of this text to øçùGïá in Isa. 14:12.
[25] Cf. CAD, E, pp. 102-105. Wildberger, op. cit. (see n. 2), 551, initially came to a similar
conclusion: `Es liegt zunächst zweifellos nahe, die Bezeichnung mit der auch dem Hebr. bekannten
Wurzel ììä zusammenzubringen (...) Das mit ihm zusammengehörende ellu bzw. das fem. ellîtu ist
im Akk. Epitheton von Astralgottheiten (so Grelot, VT 6, 303). Das heißt, daß auch ììéä nicht
eigentlich Name, sondern Epitheton einer Gottheit ist,' but eventually he chooses for restricting ììéä
to `Beiname des kanaanäischen Morgensterns `Attar''
(p. 552).
O
[26] The comparison between these texts was already made by Jerome; cf. J. Barr, ``Thou art the
Cherub,'' Priests, Prophets and Scribes (Fs J. Blenkinsopp, ed. E. Ulrich et al.; JSOTSup 149),
Sheffield 1992, 213-223, esp. 220, calling this ``rightly and naturally.'' Cf. among others, also Barth,
op. cit. (see n. 15), 134f.; Gosse, op cit. (see n. 2), 237f.; N. Wyatt, Ugarit and the Bible (see n. 8),
413; and K. Jeppesen, ``You are a Cherub, but no God!,'' SJOT 5/1 (1991), 83-94, esp. 92.
[27] See on Isa. 14:4b-23 as a deliberate parody of the solemn dirge form as it is represented in
David's lament, G.A. Yee, ``The Anatomy of Biblical Parody: The Dirge Form in 2 Samuel 1 and
Isaiah 14,'' CBQ 50 (1988), 565-586.
[28] Cf. O. Loretz, ``Der Wohnort Els nach Ugaritischen Texten und Ez 28, 1-2.6-10,'' UF 21 (1989),
259-267.
[29] Cf. J.-M. Cunchillos, in Textes ougaritiques, II, Paris 1989, 298, 309.
d
[30] Cf. CAD, Š, 337; note also the old Babylonian women's name H
. ammurabi- Šamši, `Chammurabi
is my sun'; cf. W. Schottroff, ``Gottmensch, I,'' RAC, XII, 155ff., esp. 176.

[31] See on this text and the idea of the divinity of the king, M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, ``Die Wehklage
über Keret in KTU 1.16 I 2-23 (//II 35-50),'' UF 12 (1980), 189-192; my AOAT 219, 153f.; J.C. de
Moor, ARTU, 211f.; and T. Kleven, ``Kingship in Ugarit (KTU 1.16 I 1-23),'' Fs Craigie (see n. 21),
29-53.
[32] Cf. B. Lang, ``Der vergöttlichte König im polytheistischen Israel,'' Menschwerdung Gottes Vergöttlichung von Menschen, ed. D. Zeller (NTOA 7), Freiburg / Göttingen 1988, 37-59; J.C. de
Moor, The Rise of Yahwism (EThL 91), Leuven 1990, 239ff.; and Loretz, Ugarit und die Bibel, 204209.
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